Nataliya Don (a PhD student of the IRE and an AP-S Student Member), and the proceedings and Web site Editor, Dr. Artemn Boriskin, also of the IRE and an AP-S member. The aim of the conference was to provide an environment for the effcient exchange of research ideas and results, and for the emergence of new friendships and international collaborations across a wide range of electromagnetic modeling techniques and applications. Figure 2 . At the plenary sessions of MMET*06, the attention of Another aim was to encourage and motivate the young scientists the audience was frequently captured by the outstanding and students in the region.
Monday morning was dedicated to two plenary sessions involving venue of MMET*06. The monument to the right is for the talks on "Surface Plasmons" by Kazuo Tanaka, on "Photonic university initiator, early-19th-century Kharkiv landlord and Crystals" by Haroldo Hattori, and on "Metamaterials" by Sergei educator Vasiliy Karazin.
Tretyakov. In the afternoon, the more traditional areas of "High-Frequency Modified Edge Currents," covered by Makoto Ando, and of "Lens Antennas," by Ronan Sauleau, attracted a lot of interest (Figure 3) . Xpdto ytm oSnJsWt iteerr ti Educational movies were presented by the students of the Taurida pedimteion i Sysems Co.,agnetJoseWt.iteerr ti National University, Simferopol. There were poster presentations mtmtrasi lcrmgeis from participating OSAISPIEIIEEE student Chapters from Ukraine, USA, and Australia. The workshop also became a social phenomenon, which helped student participants to get to know each other, to network with their peers and mentors, and to share ideas. The winner of the Student Paper Contest, which was held in the framework of the workshop, Mr. Maxim Nesterov of IRE NASU, received a travel grant to attend the 2007 Winter College on Optics, held in Trieste, Italy, by the International Center for Theoretical Physics.
The sweetest parts of MMET*06 were the closing ceremony and banquet on the last day of the conference. The closing ceremony was both informative and entertaining. Some nostalgic talks on previous MMETs were presented by Prof. Sergei Bankov, The conference traditionally places huge emphasis on Mississippi, USA, fascinated the audience by his talk on the encouraging young scientists and students. One of the ways to do frequency-plane branch-point singularities for guided-mode this is the MMET Prizes for Young Scientists, for the best papers structures, coauthored with G. Hanson. These two scientists and presentations. This year, the international jury, headed by Prof are also known for their remarkable book on the operator Guy Vandenbosch of the Catholic University of Leuven (Figure 7) , theory in electromagnetics.
awarded the following prizes:
The First Prize went to Alexander Glushko from the Institute of Semiconductor Physics, NASU, in Kiev, for the paper "PlaneWave Method for Out-of-Plane Propagation in 2-D Photonic Crystals." Two Second Prizes were awarded to Grigoriy Gorbik from IRE NASU, Kharkiv, for the paper "Four-Vector Potential for a Point Charge Moving Arbitrarily in a Cylindrical Waveguide;" and to Alex Bijamov, JIr., from the Tbilisi State University, Tbilisi, Georgia, for the paper " Estimation" (Figure 8) ; and to Dr. Nikolaos Tsistas, from the University of Athens, Greece, for the paper "On Spherical Wave Scattering by an Electrically Small Layered Sphere and a Related Inverse Problem."
Two "next-to-the-best" honorable mentions were awarded to Piotr Mladyonov of the IRA NASU for the paper "Electromagnetic Wave Diffraction by a Planar Double-Periodic Grating of WaveShaped Crossed Metal Strips," and to Yuriy Baranchugov from the Altai State University, Bamnaul, Russia, for the paper "Scattering from a Rectangular Pit in Impedance Screen" (Figure 9 ).
Organizers also handed out two general awards of MMET, named after two prominent Kharkiv electromagneticists, to scientists who had contributed a lot to the development of computational electromagnetics and applications, and also to the success of the MMET series of conferences. The Vladimir Sologub Prize, "For the development of analytical regularization methods," was given to Prof. Anatoly Kirilenko of IRE NASU, Kharkiv (Figure 10) . The Nikolay Khizhnyak Prize, "For the contribution to electromagnetic theory," was given to Prof. Kazuo Tanaka, Gifui University, Gifu, Japan.
Besides these technical prizes, MMET*06 Honorary Certificates, with the citations "For the most distant travel to MMET*06,"~ were handed out to two Western participants, Prof. Diana Skigin of the University of Buenos-Aires, Argentina, and Dr. Haroldo Hattori of the Australian National University in Canberra (Figure 11) . Three other certificates like these were given to three Eastern participants from the Siberian part of Russia: Yuriy Baranchugov and Alexey Rykshin, both from the Altai State University in Barnaul, and Dr. Vitaly Khakhinov, from the Institute Figure 13 . The Svyatogorsky Monastery on the Holy Hills looked gorgeous and not spoiled by globalization, although it now has a Web site. 
